Optimizing well production
Resolving proppant flowback issues with 3M™ Ceramic Sand Screens

Customer challenge
Procure a sand control method to preserve the integrity and productivity of the well.
Limit investment at top surface.

North Sea application
Wells stimulated without possibility to cope with proppant flow back at surface
Need for simple sand control solution
High-erosion environment (100 ft/s)

Why ceramics?
Wire-wrap screens failed every erosion test (lower photo). The ceramic screens did not show any visible wear or material loss.
Made of abrasion-resistant silicon carbide, 3M™ Ceramic Sand Screens mitigate wash-out erosion compared to all steels and hard coated steels tested.

Results
- The 2 wells equipped with 3M ceramic sand screen technology have been online and producing since late 2014
- Hang on packer and set across the upper perforation zone
- Ca. 25 and 35MMSCFD
- Still producing, no proppant flowback seen at surface
- Next wells to be completed in the same way

Customer key decision drivers
Should not be decided by initial cost but decided by value creation on capital spend
Decision matrix included:
- Overall intervention cost
- Increased longevity potential
- Optimized production utilizing ceramic properties
- Simplified logistics and operation

Economic comparison with other options includes:
- Standalone metallic screen
- Frac pack
- Top surface investment (de-sander)
Technical references

SPE 176225-MS: cased hole ceramic screen cutting completion cost for marginal reservoir: application in Tunu Field

OTC 25106-MS: an innovative approach of revival for damaged wells in high erosive environment using ceramic sand screens – BG Group

SPE 146721: An innovative milestone in sand control – Maersk Oil & Gas

SPE 160327: ceramic sand screens for sand control in unconsolidated reservoirs (with fines content) – RAG

SPE 166092-MS: ceramic sand screen: ceramic sand screen – an innovative downhole sand control solutions for old & challenging cased holes – BG Group

Warranty, Limited Remedy, and Disclaimer: Many factors beyond 3M’s control and uniquely within user’s knowledge and control can affect the use and performance of a 3M product in a particular application. User is solely responsible for evaluating the 3M product and determining whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user’s method of application. User is solely responsible for evaluating third party intellectual property rights and for ensuring that user’s use of 3M product does not violate any third party intellectual property rights. Unless a different warranty is specifically stated in the applicable product literature or packaging insert, 3M warrants that each 3M product meets the applicable 3M product specification at the time 3M ships the product. 3M MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION ARISING OUT OF A COURSE OF DEALING, CUSTOM OR USAGE OF TRADE. If the 3M product does not conform to this warranty, then the sole and exclusive remedy is, at 3M’s option, replacement of the 3M product or refund of the purchase price.

Limitation of Liability: Except where prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damages arising from the 3M product, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted, including warranty, contract, negligence or strict liability.

Technical Information: Technical information, recommendations, and other statements contained in this document or provided by 3M personnel are based on tests or experience that 3M believes are reliable, but the accuracy or completeness of such information is not guaranteed. Such information is intended for persons with knowledge and technical skills sufficient to assess and apply their own informed judgment to the information. No license under any 3M or third party intellectual property rights is granted or implied with this information.
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